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The readjustment problems that were encoun tered by the 
prisoners-of-war ( POWs ) were caused by their identification 
problems, the chief aspect of which was their defensiv� iso­
lationism. These problems produced further difficulties for 
the individual POW in the behavioral category and for the 
entire POW group in their underlying distrust of the outside 
world. These also produced confused reactions, paranoid syndromes, 
and a lack of participation in military and civilian affairs, 
and were expressed in the POWs as fearful withdrawal and belligerent 
negation with anti-social overtones. These problems were more 
marked in the case of the Korean War prisoners than in the case 
of the prisoners of the Japanese in World War II because of the 
complex and confusing pressures to which the Korean War POWs were 
subjected. 
The prisoner-of-war identification syndrome was exaggerated 
by the repatriates and used as a rationalization for all the 
adjustment problems the men faced. If a POW could not identify 
with his community, he fell back and identified with his prisoner­
of-war group and showed more interest and enthusiasm for meetings 
and reunions with them than his own occupational or social peers. 
The psychological effects of imprisonment were very damaging. 
They could be handled, however, by qualified people and successful 
readjustments could be made back into civilian life. If the POWs 
problem stemmed from a definite psychiatric disability, the Red 
Cross or Veteran's Administration or one of the local psychiatric 
or mental hygiene clinics usually provided the only source of 
help. The local Family Welfare Society or Family Service Societies 
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provided some help for problems that affected family relationships 
but were not psychiatric in nature. 
On the personal level, rehabilitation began with a· realization 
on the part of everyone that each POW's case was distinct and 
he reacted differently to his military and prison experiences, 
based largely upon his emotional maturity before he entered the 
service. His treatment, therefore, usually began with a psy­
chiatrist or social worker compiling a case history which included 
many of the experiences of his early life. The most important 
objective for the person who wanted to help the POW to readjust 
was to secure the best possible understanding of his complex 
problems. This helped to create the intelligent and sympathetic 
atmosphere the returning POW needed in his first difficult months 
at home. All that was really required was the use of common sense 
and patience. 
Readjustment was not accomplished without many heartaches, 
and even today, some POWs remain emotionally and physically 
crippled by their experiences. Perhaps they will never completely 
recover, bu t a genuine understanding by the family and friends of 
the prisoner was invaluable in hastening the readjustment process 
and sometimes averting chronic invalidism. 
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PREFACE 
Not the least important factor to the health of the returning prison­
ers-of-war of the Japanese after World War II and the Chinese Communists 
after the Korean War was a warm and understanding public. They were 
welcomed and acclaimed upon their return but many civilians did not 
understand that the prisoners had changed, sometimes drastically, since 
they had left home. They were older, bruised in body as well as mind, 
and unsettled. They were in doubt about their place in the community. 
They came home bearing many of the rough edges of grime and tragedy 
of war. Not all the returning prisoners were like this but many were. 
The ultimate objective of civilian society after the two wars was to 
reabsorb all of these returned prisoners into the life of the nation 
and community. 
Chapter I 
Introduction 
In the Great Depres sion of the 1930's, the number of days a man 
worked were few and pay was low. In thi s period also the value of human 
life was rising in America. The value of human living, as contrasted 
with human life, though, had not yet been standardized . It took the i n­
human tragedy of war to bring this value home to our people . 
Human living, however, i s  often only valued in the laws of a nation 
or society and not by its members. Yet, the way of life and politics in 
thi s country, called democracy, have produced a welcome concern for the 
value of the individual. We have come to believe that a man i s  worth 
saving because he i s  an individual and that no other Justification i s  
necessary. This was Just as true after World War II or the Korean War 
as it was in the depres sion. It was also Just as true for a pri soner-of­
war ( POW } as a civilian because he was a human being and because saving 
him gave him his appropriate opportunity in our national li fe. During 
the depres sion we were in danger of not realizing thi s principle because 
of the inhuman and opportunistic impulse s  we had gained during that time. 
Fortunately, we did realize it, and did everything we could to rehabilitate 
our POWs after both World War II and Korea. 
The quandaries faced by the returning prisoners were only reasonable . 
It was unreali stic to assume that we could place upon the shoulders of the 
POW the entire burden of rehabilitating himself into our society if for 
no other reason than the fact that he was not used to that type of re­
sponsibility. The pri soners were not asking that we reward them for the 
suffering they had endured ( although they did deserve it ) , but rather to 
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be again absorbed into society. 
Many of the benefits given to the prisoners in the form of pensions 
and various programs had an opposite effect on them and, in fact, made 
them feel as if they were being rewarded. Such measures may have acted 
as an incentive to some, but to others they merely made them more de­
pendent. A new type of bonus was needed that rewarded disability with 
opportunity and that enhanced life rather than prestige and power. 
Wnat was done for the POws was a sign of the times, of what we had 
learned from fighting in the two wars, and of the hope, that was placed 
in these prisoners' futures. The POW, at the moment of his return, had 
to be treated as a part of humanity; !ater on he became a member of 
some rural, town, or urban life and a participant in the government again. 
What was done for the POWs in 194 5 and again in 19 52 and after told the 
American civilian as well as the POW where the nation stood and gave 
both groups a cue for future actions. It set the pace for our entire 
population. 
Well trained and professional personnel were needed in government 
and professional agencies to direct efforts on these levels to prevent 
interference and therefore disillusionment in the prisoners' affairs. 
In most cases, all that was needed from the public to help with the 
successful readjustment of the POWs was an attitude of friendship, love, 
and acceptance. Some veterans required additional help such as special 
medical treatment, if they were disabled, occupational therapy for the 
young and handicapped, social services for those prisoners who were re­
turning to broken families, educational services for those needing to 
acquire new skills, and financial assistance in a variety of circumstances. 
The POW needed to know how and w11ere to obtain these services and 
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how to use them along with hi s own resources. It also had to be de­
termined whether any new s ervi c e s  were neces sary and should be offered 
or whether any old s ervices were obsolete. It was also neces sary to 
find a way to test and measure the repatriate to determine hi s progress 
toward readjustment. 
Over-all, a c ertain spirit had to be developed to transform these 
principles into practical social action . Thi s was the scope of the 
problem facing America after both World War II and the Korean action. 
It was hoped that a mature feeling of understanding and an attitude of 
support could be instilled into the families , friends , and employers of 
these former pri soners so that they and the pri soners of America's future 
wars would be able to establi sh for themselves a sati sfactory way of life 
and would become good c iti zens again. If the families failed to under­
stand the POW's problems , and s atisfactory solutions were not reached , 
the result s  would have undoubtedly proven quite grave indeed. 
Most of the previously publi shed data concerning pri soners-of-war 
from World War II and Korea dealt with incidents of physical and mental 
disease. Prior to World War II , few studies were done on prisoners-of­
war and there is little information available on them . Thi s report will 
concentrate on the social and psychologi c al readjustment of pri soners and 
will , in that respec t , be different from the above mentioned studies. 
How did the POW think , act , and feel in a number of significant li fe 
areas: at work , at home with the family , with friends , in community re­
lationships ,  about religion , and what were his aspirations for the future? 
Chapter II 
Conditions in Prison 
The World War II POWs went through shattering emotional experiences 
while being held captive by the Japanese. They were starved, frequently 
beaten, threatened with death and deliberately kept uninformed about 
their families and the progress of the war, although many said they knew 
we were winning when they were moved to Japan and especially when they 
saw the B-29 bombers flying over their camps. Many prisoners lost sixty-
five to one hundred pounds. The diseases suffered included pneumonia, 
dysentery, malnutrition, and vitamin deficiencies. These ailments took 
a heavy toll. 
The doctors and psychologists who examined the POWs were a.mazed 
that they were able to survive their experiences because of the quiet 
demeanor they exhibited after their release and because of the fact that 
these experiences were common for all the prisoners, even those who died. 
Doctors who examined the prisoners af'ter their release reported that 
" • • • unsatisfactory and unscientific • • • moral fiber and moral 
courage were common findings."
1 
Most of the POWs felt that those who 
died "did so because barring serious disease or accident they lacked 
courage."2 Many of the POWs said they "never gave up hope.11
3 
They all 
1Lieutenant Coloner Norman Q. Brill, "Neuropsychiatric Examination 
of Military Personnel Recovered From Japanese Prison Camps," The Bulletin 
of the United States Army Medical Department, Vol. V (April, 1946), 
pp. 429-438. 
2�. 
3
Ibid. 
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lived one day at a time and never stopped believing that they would 
ultimately be returned to America and to values that had a greater 
meaning for them. The prisoners testified that was what enabled them 
to hang on. They soon learned to adapt to any type of horrendous treat-
ment to which they were subjected. The Japanese were quite good at 
keeping the men constantly irritated so that they never felt free of their 
captors and were, therefore, in a constant state of anxiety. 
If the Japanese were trying to demonstrate their racial and cultUl%al 
superiority over America by the way they treated the prisoners, they 
chose a very ineffective method. As the prisoners commented themselves: 
They are not our equals. They are ·savages, barbarians • We felt 
superior all the time. When we saw how they do things and what 
they had to do with we knew we would win; We got accustomed to 
the beatenings and slappings because that is routine in their 
country. Everyone seems to slap
4
you, and the next moment they 
would share their food with you. 
Religious philosophy did not seem to have been terribly important 
to sustaining the men in prison; they did not mention any religious 
teaching as being the basis of their ability to survive. The men were 
not questioned directly about their religious beliefs after their release. 
It is conceivable that religion was important at first and became less 
significant as prison life became more static. 
American POWs of the Korean War suffered the same stresses of in-
adequate food, clothing, and shelter, physical punishment, confinement, 
lack of emotional outlets, and frustration over an uncertain future as 
did American prisoners of the Japanese in the Second World War or any 
other var in our history. But in Korea, they were also subjected to a 
large-scale, carefully organized, and compulsory program of political 
4Ibid., p. 431. 
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indoctrination. This added a disturbing new dimension to the job of 
repatriating them back into civilian life. 
The Communist Chinese introduced this political indoctrination pro-
gram after they had taken over control of the POWs and the prison camps 
in 1951. It involved specifically denying the prisoners any emotional 
communication. They had no leaders and they were constantly kept in an 
arena of fear and suspicion. The Americans differed from each other in 
attitudes and responses to their ordeals. They were not, however, sub-
jected to the kind of deliberate and direct brutality and hostility which 
would stimulate feelings of strong group resentment as was done by the 
Japanese in World War II and which only served to make the men act as 
a cohesive force. 5 
Since the war with Japan and the Korean War produced nearly the 
same type of readjustment problems as tar as our repatriates were con-
cerned, what was the essentia:L difference between the two? It had to 
do with the element of communist "brainwashing." This new and different 
weapon raised questions about the readjustment of' our prisoners. What 
drove some of the men to collaborate was the most important one. And, 
since the values and belief's that these men held were instilled in them 
by our society, did their actions cast any reflection on how America must 
change to meet the new communist threat and prevent the corruption of 
our soldiers in any future wars with them? 
Collaborating with the eneJey" involved transfering secret i·nformation 
to them and helping them with their propaganda broadcasts. Virginia 
Pasley in her book about the twenty-one prisoners who choose to remain 
5Robert J. Lifton, "Home by Ship; Reaction Patterns of American 
Prisoners of War Repatriated from North Korea, " American Journal of 
Psychiatry Volume CX (April, 1954), PP• 738-739. 
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with the Communists rather than be repatriated, concluded that the 
reason some men collaborated was because they came from poor home back-
grounds. This was true but statistics show that a large group of the 
"non-collaborators", the men who did not aid the enemy and who did come 
home, also came from poor backgrounds. In fact, nine years of education 
vas the average for all our POWs at the time of their induction into the 
military. The Pasley study, which was published in 1951, was only trying 
to report facts. No one at that time could draw any sound conclusions 
on the information that was available. 6 
No light has been shed on the determinants of collaboration in 
studies conducted since 1951. Collaboration may have been the outcome 
of prison ca.mp experiences or the social deprivation that characterized 
the upbringing of the collaborators. This resulted in their upward social 
mobility, in their wanting to get ahead and to cooperate with the author-
ities whom they thought could help them accomplish their goal, vho in 
this case were the prison camp commandants. The fact that their parents 
had less education would verify this. So would the fact that they them-
selves desired and had managed to acquire more education than the non-
collaborators. Collaborators, however, did not necessarily want more 
education for their children and that fact made such a conclusion hard 
to reconcile. 7 
6
virginia Pasley, 
�Wh�o_C�h�o�s�e;;.......;C�o�mm;;;;;;..;un�i�s�t;_;;C�h�i�n�a�:_..;.;.Wh.;:;.;;.o_T�h;;;;.;:;,e�W�e�r�e;;.......;an:;=.;d;;.......;-=c__;;;.;;.;;..;;"'--.;;...;;...;;x..�e=d New York, 
1955 • 
7
Edgar Schein et al., W. E. Cooley, and Margaret Singer, A Psycho­
logical Follov-U of Prisoners of War of the Chinese Communists. Part I: 
Results of Interview Stud.y ; Cambridge, Massachusetts, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. Supported by Research and Development Division, 
Office of the Surgeon General, Department of the Army ,  Washington, D. C. :, 
March, 1960) , pp. 32-35. 
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Concerning the second question, America has to develop a greater 
ruggedness. The Korean failure signifies a moral weakness in our chara-
cter and it was, therefore, our fault that our soldiers failed. The 
heart of our nation is still sound, the moral fiber that is the strength 
of our country is still to be found within each individual. We still 
need to tighten our rules and make clear the principles upon which our 
freedom is based. 8 
It is mainly the government which was responsible for our sad show-
ing in Korea. Our political and military leaders had failed to review 
and modernize our military processes and as a result our military per-
sonnel were not prepared for the agony they were subjected to in the 
communist prison camps. There was little organization in the camps and 
the fact that the senior officers did not try to help the men under them 
is largely responsible for our failure there. Such organization would 
have helped to sustain the men in the cam:ps.9 
Long before a soldier was inducted into the army and given the 
necessary physical and mental equipment to sustain his military existence, 
life itself had provided him with certain equipment to sustain his exist-
ence as a human being. His physical equipment had to be relatively sound 
or he could not have passed the strenuous physical examination of his 
induction board. The board made some errors but not many .  How about 
his psychological equipment, though? Psychological weaknesses often did 
not show up during the induction process. It was just as important, how-
ever, to have a sound mind as it was to have a sound body because it 
�ugene Kinkead, In Every War But One (New York, 1959), 219 pp. 
9T'ne Secretary of Defense's Advisory Committee on Prisoners of War, 
P.O.W. the Fight Continues After the Battle (Washington D. C. , 1955), 
PP • 7, 17-19, 29-31, and 61. 
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determined whether he could make the adjustments to the multitudinous 
experiences he had to face, including prison. What was his amount of per­
sonal aggressiveness? What was his capacity to resist strain or fatigue? 
The traits of a man's constitutional endowment, included his intelligence, 
his body-mind integration { coordination ) , his temperament ( whether he is 
sociable, withdrawn, aggressive, or depressed ) , and his learned or 
acquired habits or patterns of action. These factors determined whether 
he was able to survive in prison. 
Perhaps the most important piece of psychological equipment a man 
carried with him when he was captured by the enemy was his emotional 
maturity. This meant his ability to a.Ct his age and be independent, to 
react to life experiences as an adult, and to take responsibility for his 
own actions. Tile degree of a man's emotional maturity determined if, 
and how well he adjusted to prison experiences and to civilian life after 
his return. 10 
Before a man went into the service his parents took care of all his 
needs; while he was in the armed forces, the government did, and while 
he was in prison, what little he got, was supplied by his captors. After 
he was discharged from the service he was totally on his own probably for 
the first time. This consideration is an important factor in his re­
adjustment. 11 
Prison life began to change a man from the very first day by making 
certain demands on him. Basically, he had to change in three ways: he 
had to relinquish his identity, he had to become accustomed to being 
separated from the habits of living at home, in the United States and 
10
aeorge Pratt, Soldier to Civilian ( New York, 1944), p. 26. 
11Ibid . ,  p. 32 
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inter-personal relationships with family anu friends, and he had to give 
up his freedom. 
Tne way of life in the armed forces was partially responsible for 
denying a man his own identity. It destroyed nis inuividuality and 
sougnt to make him function as a member of a unit. This was fine for 
fUnctioning in combat because in war the safety of the group as a whole 
often depends on coordinated actions of all the men in it. In prison, 
however, one needed a strong individual identity because he no longer 
had the support of the group to sustain him. The Japanese captors 
sought to prevent the formation of such individuality and further broke 
down each man's identity in the hope Of lowering his self-esteem and 
maki h. f 1 . f . d . 12 ng im ee in erior an anxious. 
The resilient and outgoing men were able to take the separation 
from family and friends because they realized that everyone must eventually 
leave home. Those who could not accept this fact had trouble and became 
rigid and developed negativistic personalities. This is not to say that 
the experience of being separated from the family was not painful to the 
resilient and outgoing men, for it was; no one really likes to change 
his life-style and create entirely new relationships, but they learned 
to adjust. 
The third demand that was made on the prisoners, loss of freedom 
and, thu s, the ability to shape their surroundings according to their 
needs and desires, affected each man differently. Such freedom was 
for many men the only thing that kept them on an even keel and pre-
vented small eccentricities from becoming accentuated into major psycho-
logical problems. In prison every variation in a man's temperament was 
12Ibid., pp. 35-36.  
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quite evident and he was helpless to change this situation. Again, it 
was the prisoner who had previously been a rigid and self-centered per-
son who could not adjust to his loss of freedom. This type of prisoner 
may even have suffered from a personality characterized by anxiety and 
fear expressed by rebelliousness and obstinancy or negativism.
13 
13
Ibi"d. , 46 55 PP· - • 
Chapter III 
Examining Medical. Officers Reports on 
Initial POW Attitudes and Conditions 
Not since Andersonville in the Civil War had such a large number of 
Americans been subjected to the kind of starvation, torture, and humili-
ation as American POWs of Japan endured in World War II. The Army, the 
Veteran's Administration and al.l agencies of the federal. government who 
were concerned with the successful readjustment of the POWs deemed it 
advisable to determine the effects of such imprisonment on the former 
prisoners' health. 
Most American POWs of both Japan and Korea were returned to the 
United States by ship and went through the processing station at San 
Francisco. It was on board these ships that the doctors and psychologists 
had their first real. opportunity to observe these men to determine the 
effects that prison life had had on them. In :fact, it was to give these 
authorities more time to examine the prisoners that it was decided to 
bring them home by ship. It took fifteen days for the prison ships to 
reach San Francisco and it was hoped that during this time reorientation 
and readjustment could begip before the POW had to face the rigors of his 
future life at home and, thus, the emotional gap between the two types of 
existence could be bridged. 
The POWs were classified by the examining medical officers as: (1) 
good mental health and morale; (2) no well-defined psychiatric disorder 
but with definite adjustment problems, including attitude problems, 
situational maladjustment, depression, guilt feelings, resentment, and 
concern over health; (3) psychological. disorders such as psychosis, 
-12-
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psychoneurosis, psychopathic personality or mental disorder; and (4) 
tal d f. . 
14 
men e iciency. 
Most of the POWs usually appeared quite reserved, cheerful, and 
cooperative during the initial observations on board ship .  They would 
salute o fficers whose only uniform s were their hospital coats; but they 
were not humb1e by any means. They would feel free to visit the hos-
pital administration on board the ships or at home in San Francisco 
anytime, day or night, and they would avail themselves of the free milk 
and orange juice that was offered at the San Francisco movie theatres. 
It took every scrap of hamburger that could be found in the San Fran-
cisco area to keep them happy a s  they would often buy six to twelve at 
a time . Their table manners, which had not been used for some time, 
t . f th uld th . f th• l5 were a rocious , or ey wo use eir spoons or every ing . 
They were so used to disorder and were in such a state o f  confusion 
that they often were unaware that they were being careless about waste 
disposal, sanitation, or orderliness. Their clothes and personal effects 
were usually scattered about on the floor and they would think nothing of 
casually throwing cigarette butts, bottles, and paper around their 
barracks area. They were occasionally drunk and would sometimes mi s-
behave; but in .such actions they were no different from any other G. I. s 
who were returning from overseas. After all, they had been under great 
emotional stress and in an undernourished condition for a long time, 
and had lost their tolerance for alcoho1. 1
6 
14
Brill, p. 433 and Robert J. Lifton, "Home by Ship; Reaction 
Patterns of American Prisoners of War Repatriated from North Korea , " 
American Journal of P sychiatry Volume CX (April, 1954), p. 736. 
l5Brill, pp. 429-438 
16
Ibid. 
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They showed little interest in newspapers, magazines, or any current 
issues whatsoever. Their interest in any one subject, as a matter of 
fact, was usually brief. They usually sought female companionship within 
a week after their return. Old G.I. habits and attitudes were readopted 
rather quickly. These traits were less noticeable in men who had been 
free for a long time prior to their interview and observation period. 
They were usually passive and unenthusiastic, sometimes to the point of 
being amusing in some of their actions. They would follow instructions 
17 
exactly and without delay and with little "horseplay" or talking. 
Their initial concerns when coming home were for food and cigarettes. 
They had thought and worried about these things in prison to the point 
or forgetting about all other concerns such as family, friends, home and 
everything. Perhaps this explains another POW trait that was observed 
when they first got home: their apparent concern only about themselves. 
Their want for c.igarettes and food became so great during the prison stay 
that they were driven to steal them. Many POWs admitted.that their being 
successfUl at this venture accounts for their being alive to tell about 
it. The prisoners appeared to have lost interest in sex, including 
18 
homosexuality�during this period or hunger. 
The personality of most of .the returning POWs ranged between super-
ricial feelings of well-being and outright optimism. This may have been 
due to the euphoria of finally being free. The prisoners did not carry 
. 19 
any particular grudge against the United States or anyone except the enemy. 
17Ibid. 
18
Ibid., pp. 430-431. 
19
nean Nefzger, "Follow-Up Studies of World War II and Korean Prison­
ers," American Journal of Epidemology, Number 2 ,  Volume XCI (February, 
1970), pp. 123-138. 
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Some POWs developed increasing feelings of anxiety (which grew the 
longer they were out of prison) and inadequacy. They were apprehensive 
about the future and felt they had muc h to catch up on when they ret urned 
home . Many wanted to remain in  the s ervi c e  for awhile after their return ; 
others wanted to go s traight home to look things over before deciding. 
Most of the men sai d  they were not worried and could take things as they 
came . After having come through their pri s on experience intact they fel t  
they could s urvive anything . Many said they had acquired a feeling of 
accomplishment , had matured , and had learned something from being in 
prison about people and life because they did not have the vi ew that 
civilian life put s on things . Specifi cally , they said they had learned 
to di stinguish what was important in the world and to appreciate little 
things . They felt they had strong feelings of identification with their 
20 
fellow POWs . 
The mental health of the POWs as a whole was surpri singly good 
consideri ng some of them h�d been ·in prison for over three' .years . 
There were a few cases of crying spell s  during the interviews whi ch the 
POWs tried to conceal and would admit to only after repeated questioning . 
There were, generally , very few cas e s  of depres sion among the POWs and 
fewer c ases of insomnia than might be expected . Also , there were few 
reports of bad dreams among the pri soners but some of the men had been 
21 in pri son so long that they may have forgotten about them . 
The physical stat e  of the POWs was also generally good . '.rhere was 
20Ibid. 
21
Bernard Cohen and Maurice Cooper , A Follow-Up Study of World War 
II Pri soners of War ( Washington, D.C., 1954) pp . 63-68. 
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some evidence of peripheral nerve i nvolvement (but not too severe), 
superficial sensory los s  (patchy and generally i n  the lower extremities) , 
diminished tendon reflexes, muscle weaknes s  due to nerve involvement 
(but this was not common) , opt i c  atrophy, and multiple sclerosis. It 
was estimated that at least half the men had polyneuritis symptoms, many 
o f  which had disappeared by the time they were examined. The neuropathic 
cases responded well to diet and vitamin therapy. Optic nerve involve-
ment did not improve. The neuropathy was thought to be due more to the 
severe beatings inflicted by the Japanese prison guards or forced work 
22 
in the mines, factories, or loading platforms than to malnutrition • 
. 
It was in the group therapy ses sions conducted on board the ships 
that the prisoners seemed to be best able to reveal their fears about 
returning home. The therapists had to initiate almost all the di s cus sion 
in the sessions because of the reticence of the men. Because o f  the 
type of information the dis cus sions were designed to provide, they were 
p�posely focused on the attitudes a.nd fears of the men as related to 
the present and future. 
Some aspects of the POW experience had so disturbed the men , that 
they seemed to be unable to deal with them in the group ses sions. They 
felt guilty about their character deficiencies and had already started 
to repres s them by the time of their intervi ews. They were suspicious 
and apprehensive about being in the groups and they participated tersely 
and sporadically. They did not , as surprising as it may s eem, over-
glorify home; but their fears about their ability to deal with reality 
increased. Their first recognition of their feelings of isolation from 
22B 'll ri , PP• 435-437. 
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"outsiders" came during their first non-repatriate contact with the 
other personnel on the ship. "I can talk for hours with one of the 
fellows who was 'up there', but I've nothing to say to those other guys,
1123 
was the common feeling expressed by the POWs. They anticipated similar 
fears when trying to relate to family and friends again: 
I don't think I'll be able to talk to the folks back 
home. I can't seem to make conversation anymore • • •  They 
won't believe what we say back home anyhow. It's too fan­
tastic • • •  They'll try to get us to talk about our prisoner­
of-wa.r experiences. If they do it to me I'll just walk 
awa:y • • •  They'll treat us like some kind of fragile 
package.24 
The returning POWs said they felt threatened by the homecoming; the 
fanfare they knew they would receive when they came home stimulated their 
feelings of guilt and unworthiness: 
That first week is going to be rough--big parties 
with the relatives and all that sort of thing. It makes 
me feel :runny because I know I don't deserve it • • •  I 
sure hope they don't make all that fuss over me. I'd 
rather be just left alone, ma:ybe take a fishing trip 
for a few days.25 
They emphasized their fear of using all the familiar forms of 
communication which they had used to keep their morale up: a combination 
of American "bebop", Korean or Chinese or Japanese, dog imitations, train 
imitations, and profanity. They were afraid they might offend someone 
by their loose talk. 
All the men felt behind and out of things. Many had never seen 
television or even knew where their new homes were: "We're not f'ami-
liar with the things back home anymore. We have a lot of catching up 
23Lifton, p. 736. 
24Ibid. 
25rbid. 
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to do • • • I don't know my way around at all. Hell, I could step off 
a street car and get killed. 112
6 
Their independence ha.d been intensified during their long periods 
of closely regimented existence. These feelings were prominent and 
often expressed in forms of denial and reference to earlier conflicts: 
I sure hope they don't baby me when I get home. I 
can see Mother now, telling me what to eat and where to 
go. I'd like to do what I want and be completely on my 
own • • •  I'd like to go into business with a buddy, but 
I think I' 11 stay in the Anrq for awhile, just until I 
get used to things.27 
The ones who had been in Korean and Chinese prison camps made comments 
about communism which were self-gUarded and filled with guilt and hos-
tility. They telt they were still vulnerable to their captors: 
What should I do it the Communists send agents 
to my house? I'd like to tear them apart, but maybe 
it would be better to call the F.B.I • • • •  People 
back home may think I'm a progressive or a Communist. · 
If they accuse me or that I'll sock them in the nose.28 
A poem trom a Korean War prisoner dramatically expresses the sus-
picious self-imposed aspects or their isolation: 
I know you are curious about life 
in this strange land 
As a prisoner of war in Korea, � 
how could you understand? 
You ask about the treatment, 
was it good or was it bad? 
I answer, its all over now and 
I am very glad. 
You ask it I was captured, it I 
was wounded too, 
Yes I was badly wounded 
but what does that mean to you. 
26Ibid., pp. 736-737. 
27 Ibid., P • 737. 
28
Ibid. 
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I realize your idle interest, curiosity 
and wonder too. 
But even if I tried, I couJ.dn't 
explain all this to you. 
I hope this answers your questions, 
please forget you ever knew 
That I �as ever a prisoner 
for I want to forget it too.29 
.Among the Korean War prisoners there was a group of 11arch reaction-
aries1; who tended to be anti-social anyway in their tendencies and they 
reacted in a stony-faced, silent, and even hostile manner, often with 
the air of a martyr, during the interviews on board the ships bound for 
the United States. Their participation was, furthermore, limited and 
had to be elicited. One prisoner, who'said he was speaking for the group, 
commented to the therapist, 11I'll tell you, Doc, we went through alot 
up there. And nobody could really understand the way we look at things 
unless he was up there with us."30 These men went to only one session 
rather than the usual two or three, because of their own request that 
they not be compelled to attend more than that. 
There was also a special group of "progressives" who, contrary to 
the reactionaries, wanted to participate and actively sought to please 
the therapists and justify their behavior in prison. They attended two 
sessions and they talked of the future and made numerous references to 
their POW experiences. In this way they brought out a great deal of the 
hostility they felt for the Chinese and what the Chinese had subjected 
them to. They exhibited a strong residual guilt and saw the group sessions 
and intelligence interviews as an opportunity to get things off their chests. 
29Ibid. 
30Ibid. 
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The emotional attitude of most of the pri soners following their release 
may be considered an incomplete and modi fied form of apathy . It re­
flected , as in the case of the World War II Japanes e  POWs , a retreat 
from a di sturbing and unsatisfying situation . Thus , the Korean War 
prisoner was j ust "playing it cool" as compared to the Japanes e  POW who 
"just put hi s mind in neutral . 11 The indoctrination program the Korean 
War POW was subj e cted to constantly exerted pres sure on him in the 
direction of hi s partic ipation , ratner than withdrawal . Thus , the 
apathy of the Korean War POW c ould never be as complete or "suc c e s s ful" 
a defense as psychologists like Ralph Greenson said was characteristic 
of the World War II Japanes e  POW. It was complic ated by the anxiety 
and guilt the men were experi encing in response to the tightrope they 
were walking between sanity and insanity and between communism and 
democracy.31 
The_hostility these men were expressing wns a good s i gn, though, 
compared to the apathy they had previously felt. It indi c ated (as 
Greenson pointed out in hi s World War II study) that the men were be­
ginning to ass ert themselves again after the humiliation and impotency 
they had experienced in prison. It also had more ominous aspects, in-
eluding a mounting apprehension about homecoming, and the resurgence of 
hostility that was previously repres s ed and would be difficult for them 
to handle in the future . 32 
The sequence o f  group identifi c at ions was s i gni ficant to the type 
of readj ustment the men faced. The clo s e  i dentification the POWs formed 
31Ibid . 
32 
Ibid. 
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witn tneir peers developed greater impetus without the prison camp im­
pediments. It offered, in its broadest aspects, a means or sense of 
belonging and a method of re-establishing interpersonal relationships 
frora within the group. This identity was clannish and fearful though. 
It did not have the power-giving qualities of group attachment that made 
one feel like he was a member of 11the best damn outfit in the Army." 
It rather created a feeling of "We repatriates against the world • • • 
if you were up there with me, you can be my buddy, if not, I must fear 
and distrust you,1133 and was unhealthy. It also generated jealousy and 
intra-group hostilities when, for example, the "reactionaries" expressed 
a long smoldering resentment for the "progressives" (whom the reaction­
aries thought had obtained material advantages at their expense) by 
threatening them with physical harm.34 
33Ibid. 
34Ibid. 
Chapter IV 
Collaborators and �on-collaborators 
General attitudes of the "collaborators" (those wi:lo aided the enemy) 
and the "non-collaborators " (those who did not) from the Korean War on 
how 11good11 or "bad" their prison experience was were widely varied . The 
collaborators seemed to think that conflict with the other prisoners was 
the biggest problem they had while in confinement . They said that i f  
they had been more knowledgeable about the enemy an d  communism, and 
. 
about the values and beliefs o f  their own country , they would have had 
an easier time gett ing along in prison. Collaborators had fewer cases 
of nerves in their group but there was more physical disability among 
them . As far as going back to work , the collaborators preferred to 
work on j obs where they were alone and , .in fact , did take more jobs of 
this type . They were devoted church goers after the war but they pre-
ferred not to join veteran ' s  clubs or maintain contact with other re-
patriates . By their own admi s sion ,  their inter-personal di fficulties 
were attributed to their own unwillingness  to talk about their experiences . 
They did not feel that other people were necessarily unfriendly but they 
spent most of their leisure time after repatriation with their wives or 
relatives rather than with friends or dates . Finally , they had little 
interest in continuing their education when they got back . This may be 
due , however , to the fact that they had less education in their family 
background . 35 
35cooley, Schen , and Singer , pp. 71-74 . 
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Tne non-collaborator ' s  estimation of his prison camp experiences 
and his resulting attitudes was conversely di fferent from the view of 
the collaborators .  They commented that it was the detention and mono-
tony of the prison camp that was the hardest thing to get used to. They 
emphasized the need for character building and more discipline and more 
information about what it was like to be a POW to help them survive in 
prison. There were many nervous disorders among the non-collaborators 
but less physical disability. They preferred to work in the type of j ob 
where they would be in conj unction with others. They also chose to re­
turn to their home communities and remain there longer than the colla­
borators. They blamed their readj ustment difficulties on the unfriend­
liness and lack of sympathy in others. This is surprising because this 
seems more like an attitude the collaborators, who were probably thinking 
that the American public was castigating them for their aiding and 
abetting the enem;y , would have . "Finally, the non-collaborators were 
anxious to finish their education and to have their children g o  to 
college, there was also more educated people in their family backgrounds.3
6 
The pattern of attitudes among the two groups indicates that the 
collaborators had considerably less trouble readj usting to others and 
handling inter-personal relationships than did the non-collaborators . 
This interpretation is in agreement with previously published data that 
the collaborators were more prone to involvement with other people and 
that is why they became involved with the enemy . This interpretation 
is also consistent with the histories of the two groups after repatriat ion . 
The non-collaborators bottled up their hostilities , withheld inter-personal 
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relationships , and thus had more di fficulty relating to other people . 
The collaborators, on the other hand , had more trouble with guilt feel­
ings and social ostrac ism and that is why they ended up in communities 
where no one knew them and i n  churches more often than the non-colla­
borators . This sti ll ,  however , as stated previously, does not shed any 
clear light on the determinants of collaboration. 37 
37Ibid . , pp .  89-90 . 
Chapter V 
Initial Problems and Mi sunderstandi ngs 
Fac ed by the POWs 
The j ob of informing the publ i c  on how to properly treat the re-
turning POW vas the most important task fac ed by people who were in-
t erested in helping the pri soner to readj ust suc c e s s fully to c ivi lian 
l i fe . In other words , the Ameri c an publi c needed " attitude e ducation" 
becaus e , unfortunat ely , they had not developed an adequate understand-
ing of the factors of mental health or the psychologi c al strains in-
volved i n  the POWs readj ustment to c ivi lian l i fe . The most prevalent 
fear of the POW was that his fami ly would not under stand him , or he 
them . lie was afrai d they would ask too many questions , star e  at him , or 
tactle s sly offer him too much help . Mo s t  Ameri c an s  di d not under stand 
that the insecure pri soner would often di s gui s e  hi s fears i n  the form o f  
over aggre s sive reac tions . Mo st Ameri c an s  were warm-hearted and well-
meaning and di d not want to hurt the ex-POW but they needed to be edu-
t d . d t . d mak . . tak 38 c a  e 1n or er o avo1 i.ng mi s  e s . .
There was a lot o f  bad publi c ity conc erning POWs pri nted at the end 
of the two wars . So much so that many indivi duals were di s couraged from 
helping the POWs becaus e it was too muc h  t rouble or too inconveni ent and 
was hopeles s anyway . Headl i ne s  such as "P . O . W . s Seen as Big Problem . "  
were i ntended to help the repatriates by publ i c i zing their problems and 
needs and st imulat i ng the community to calm and concrete planning and 
e ffect ive action in the collllllunity . Aft er reading s uc h  art i c le s , hovever , 
38Pratt , pp . 221-231 .  
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the community often vi ewed the return of hundreds of POWs with alarm and 
39 
confusion . 
Besides these init i al mi sunderstandings by the public , the POW 
suffered from many other problems during hi s readj ustment whi ch resulted 
more directly from the condit ions he suffered while in cantivity . Over-
reaction on the part of family members to the returning POW was one 
such problem. The repatriate was in a state of heightened sensitivity 
upon first returning home and he would easily mi sinter'Oret hi-s'. .family ' s  re-
40 actions . 
Pamnering the ex-prisoner and forced j oviality was another problem. 
Such displays by family members would only succeed in irritating the 
repatriate a�er he had j ust begun to feel like a human being again . 
He wanted to be treated as a human being but instead people would treat 
him like some fragile package , being extra quiet around him or quickly 
muffling conversations about him whenever he would approach them so that 
they would not hurt hi s feelings . The trouble was that their actions 
would o�en alert him about their feelings toward him and would make him 
41 
feel self-conscious . 
He usually wanted to forget his pri son experiences but people would 
constantly ask him to recite them. This was usually done out of the sole 
desire to find out what it was like to be a POW , but forcing him to re-
live his experiences only made the POW feel exasperated. Furthermore , 
when the POW would respond to their inquiries that he just could not 
39�. 
4 0Interview with Dr . William Miner , Eastern Illinois University , 
June 26 ,  1976 . 
41Ibid . -
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remember, people would think that he was trying to spare them the more 
grim details of his experiences. lie honestly, however, may not have 
been able to remember the more ghastly details because of his protective 
. . . . f . . d 42 amnesia which caused him to blot such experiences rom his min • 
In many families where the father was the former military expert, 
he would develop feelings of hostility when his son would recount one of 
his prison experiences, ( often after being asked to do so by someone 
else ) and felt like he had to match that experience with a tale about 
one of his own battlefield encounters. Arguments would then start 
because the father felt his position as head of the household was being 
threatened. Such arguments would o�en carry on to other areas.43 
Parents of a returned prisoner would often , and perhaps unconsciously, 
try to reassert their authority over him. The parents usually did not 
reali ze that during all the months or years their son had been away he 
was making his own decisions. The returned POW had usually come to enj oy 
his freedom, especially after having been in prison. He was not about 
t bmit t tal d . t "  . 44 o su o paren omina ion again. 
With such situations occurring, the POW increasingly tended to 
realize that his return home was a disappointing experience. He had 
reached home a�er going through bitter struggles concerning himself. 
He had probably j ust began to feel sturdy again ; he had plans for him-
self and was invigorated and enthusiastic. His family, however, treated 
him either as the adolescent he once was, who did not know himself and 
42Ibid. 
43Ibid. 
44Ibid. 
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was to be mildly tolerated but ignored , or as an invalid , from whom 
nothing should be expected. The danger lay in the fact that the prisoner 
himself often adopted his parents '  attitudes and slipped back into either 
his former childhood status or that which he had in prison, in whi ch he 
had no control over his own destiny and consequently felt that he should 
give up and let other people control his life. 45 
The family, friends, and associates of the returned POW also did 
not understand that the repatriate had changed while he was away. He 
had new values, new likes and dislikes, and new ways of doing things. 
They, as a result, acted in ways that presented an obstacle to the newly 
freed POW and only served to impede his progress toward readjustment. 
It was usually best, if possible, to let the prisoner work out his own 
problems in his own way. Trying to impose solutions to the POW� s 
problems on him was actually doing him more harm than good. The re-
patriate usually had to start all over again and learn how to act by 
46 trial and error. 
The greatest good that could be done by members of the family who 
loved and respected the POW was let him alone during this process and 
allow him to sense a true feeling of understanding and steadfastness 
from them . The prisoner came , to depend on this treatment in time and 
realized that his family comprehended the struggle he was going through 
and neither condemned nor rejected him for what he did. The prisoner, 
through his actions , was trying to tell those who cared for him that he 
was frightened, confused, and anxious. For example, the returned POW 
45Ibid. 
46 Ibid. 
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may have gone restles s ly through one seemingly good j ob after another ; 
or he may have avoided hi s old fri ends and as sociated only with hi s old 
pri son buddi e s . Another POW may have avoided looki ng for work at all 
with the belief that there was s omething physically wrong with him , 
even after s everal assuranc es by di fferent doctors that he was in good 
health . 
Tho s e  who took the time to understand , found the returni ng POW was 
really no different from thems elve s .  He was merely trying to find 
socially e ffective and ac c eptable solutions to problems that were much 
the same as the ones they had while , at the same time , trying to recon­
cile their per sonal ambitions , desirei , and needs for security . Those 
who did not understand the repatriates ,  continued to see them as being 
strange and set apart from the rest of s oc iety because o f  thei r ex­
perienc e s  and as people who should be absolved of any respons ibility as 
normal adult s . 
Our people should have tri ed harder to put thems elves in the 
pri soner ' s  plac e and understand how he felt . Thi s was especially true 
after World War II whi ch was a more popular war . A climate o f  compre­
hension was needed whi ch would have helped the POW to achieve hi s own 
self-reliance and c ome to. grips with hi s task . In this . way we all could 
have as si sted each other because the American soldi er ' s  problems were 
actually our problems only in a di fferent and more exaggerated form . 
Helpi ng the repatriate to achieve hi s goals would actually have benefited 
our whole soci ety . 
There was much mi sunderstanding over the many minor tribulations 
that confronted the POW . For example , what to do about a j ob ?  Should 
he go back to hi s old one , or was he even ready to go back to work yet ? 
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If the POW had a p sychologi cal problem , there was usually no visible 
wound to show thi s , but the prisoner would often be too embarras sed to 
explain hi s situat i on or even to have anyone know about it . ( Thi s  was 
e spec i ally true of Korean War prisoners who had been accused of colla-
berating with their c aptors . ) Perhaps he felt that he had to go to some 
place other than the town he had enlist ed from , where no one knew him . 
He may , on the other hand , have felt i t  was better to remain where he 
was and brazen it out there or make up s ome excuse about the reason for 
hi s  di s charge . ( Thi s  was especially true for pri soners released before 
the war was over . ) Some prisoners had become involved in a hasty 
marriage during their last trip home before capture , and realized their 
mi stakes when they returned. How was the POW to confront hi s new wi fe 
who had perhaps taken a j ob and was independent and enj oying her life 
style to the point that she did not want to give it up? If he was dis -
abled , how w as  h e  to handle the temptat i on to become totally dependent 
on his wi fe or mother or someone els e ? 47 
47 United States Office of Education , Family Contributions to War 
and Po st War Morale , Number V ( Washington ,  D . C . , 1945 ) ,  PP • 1-6 
Chapter VI 
Psychiatric Problems of the POWs 
Many prisoners who came home from the wars with "psychiatric" pro-
blems were not nec e s s arily " insane . 1 1  Being discharged for psychiatric 
reasons only meant that the pri s oner ' s personal traits and temperament 
di ffered from the norm . Such an individual may simply have been unable 
to continue functioning in a military environment , but could and di d 
function in a ci vilia.n: one • .  
:nearly hal f the pri soners di s chaXged from World War II for medi c al 
reasons were given mental di s c harges , s o  the problem of " insanity " was 
indeed large . Thes e  men caus ed their families and friends much bewilder-
ment and were also very unhappy themselve s . Their illnes s ,  however , was 
a type of "psychoneuros i s " c alled "phenomenology" , whi ch was simply an 
emotional di sorder . It was a state of affectle s snes s  more commonly 
c alled "apathy" . Thes e  men showed a striking absence of any kind of 
emotional drive . They showed no scar or wounl , they followed all rule s  
an d  regulations , an d  rarely complained o r  made demands . They s imply re-
fused to become startled or tremble or sweat profus ely when under stres s . 
The condition was more coilllllon among Japanes e  POWs than Korean War POWs . 48 
Thi s mechani sm had s erved as a defense against painful perceptions 
and for avoiding overwhelming feelings o f  annihilation in the prison 
c amps . Records i ndi cated that it uas caus ed by the long periods of 
48Ralph Greenson, "The Psychology of Apa.thy," The Psychoanalytic 
Quarterly , Volume XVIII ( July , 1949 ) , pp . 292-295 and 300-301 . 
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traumati c  deprivation the men suffered . The POWs exhibited aggres s ive 
and belligerent attitudes towards their captors soon after their capture 
but when such reactions brought only defeat and humiliation , they learned 
to subside . They were also severely forced to restrict their instinctual 
drives for such things as love and sex to avoid further frustration and 
disappointment . These drives were eventually diminished . As stated , the 
only instinctual pre-occupation that remained with the POWs throughout 
their captivity was for food as thi s was e s sential to their survival . 49 
The removal of the basic etiology factor was the only way to 
successfully treat this apathetic condition . In most cases thi s could 
be done with warm and human treatment and good food , pos sibly in an 
a.rID¥ hospital . In the more s evere cases , the only hope for recovery was 
to send the patient home . Almost all Japanese POWs suffered the condit ion 
of apathy along with whatever other physical or psychological ailment 
they might have had . 50 
Many of the POWs who were suffering from psychoneurosis were subtly 
predisposed toward instability before they joined the army . Most had a 
stable personality but had become unstable during combat and/or impri son­
ment . Every person ' s  li fe is. spent making adj ustments to one thing or 
another . Everyone i s  furni shed at birth with three interacting factors 
for ma.king adj ustments : hi s body , with its organs and their different 
methods of functioning , his intelligence ( whi ch i s  different in quality 
and amount in each individual ) ,  and his emotions • ,  .cThese . things 
combine to form the "personality" of the indivi dual . How each person 
49
Ibi d . 
50Ibid . , p .  301 . 
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adj ust s t o  l i fe ' s  di fferent experi enc e s  and wl.1ether t::ey are suc c es s ful 
depends on how they were rai sed and the hab i t s  and patterns they acquired . 51 
Men returning from pri son aft er World War I I  anu Korea had two 
types of psychologi cal di sorders : t rorganic , 1 1 from a physical di seas e , 
and " func tional , "  from 6.i fferent c aus e s . Most POWs suffered from 
functional psychiatric disorders which presented real problems because 
tne symptoms were o ften undetec table and , therefore , difficult to diagnose  
an d  treat. 
People who were otnerwis e  kind and int elli gent s urrounded the word 
' 'psycniatric "  with a cruel and unj ust s ti gma .  The family of a repatriate 
with such a disorder adopted a "hush-hush" attitude and tried to prevent 
news o f  its son ' s  di sease from leaking out to friends or neighbors . To 
the family of a pri soner wi th such a di sease , there was more di sgrace 
than if  he had been maimed.  The pri soner himself was afraid people would 
think he was "weak-willed" i f  they knew o f  hi s di s ease , especially i f  he 
came back from the Korean War and was accused o f  collaborating with the 
enemy . What the term psychiatric really meant on a man ' s  di scharge 
papers was that he had sustained some damage to hi s adjusting equipment . 
It did not mean that his condition was s erious or unalterable . lie may 
have been able to func tion quite well in  a civilian or limi ted mili tary 
servi ce environment . ( The latter aspec t ,  however , was never investigated 
in either war by the army because it was too cos tly and time-consuming . ) 
The term psycoiatric meant that the pri soner ' s  mental illne s s  was severe 
51william Menninger , ?sychia� in a Troubled Worldj_Yesterday ' s 
War and Today ' s Challenge ( New York , 1S>48 ) , pp . 44..;.55 . 
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enougi1 to impair h i s  j udgement and behavior to the ext ent that i t  was 
desi rable for others to make hi s dec i s i ons for him becaus e he was not 
able to ma.1:.e them himself . Thi s  was done by 1 1 c ommitting "  him whi ch i s  
a legal term for a proc e s s  whi ch gives a man a chance t o  recover i n  a 
hospital • .  ( 1 1 Ins anity1 1  i s  also a legal t erm , not a medi c al one . ) 5
2 
A mental di s order could actually include any di sorder i n  whi ch the 
root is mental . ?ni s means that even headaches and many forms of back-
ache could be cons i dered mental di s orders i f they stem from a mental 
condition sucn as t he des ire to avoid work by becoming s i ck . The di s -
gui sed expre s sion o f  any repr e s s ion i nto whi ch the person has no insi ght , 
such as lying , could also be consi der�d a mental di sorder . People with 
such conditions would not be considered n crazy 1 1  or "ins ane . 1 1 Neither 
were the maj ority o f  the POWs with unhealthy mental condit i ons . 
Most POWs who suffered from a di sturbed condi tion were cured . 
Forty-five of everJ one hundred pat i ent s  admitted to mental hospital s  
each year were usually cured , within a year , an d  one could seldom t ell 
they had been s i c� . It was often eas i er to cure p sychoneuros i s  than it 
was to cure rheumat i sm or high blood pressure . It was unj ust to regard 
these pri soners returning from the war zone as hopeles s , but thi s was 
t . h d d f th d . . 53 he stigma t at surroun e many o e i s oraers . 
How did a psycniatric di s abi lity affect a di s c harged POW? It was 
important to consi der thi s s i nc e  psychiatri c di s charges accounted for 
about hal f of all medi c al di s c harges from World War II and Korea . 
Basically , there were six types o f  mental di sorders found in returning 
--------------- - ----- --- ·--- -- --·-
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POWs : psycho se s , feeble mindedne s s , psycnopathi c per sonal it i e s , nervous 
di seas e s , combat fati gue , and p sychoneuro s i s . 5
4 
'rhe men in the first group who wer e  considered "insane " or "psycho " 
did not pre sent too many adj ustment problems to the co::::.w.unit i e s  they re-
turned to because they were few in number and were usually as s i gned to 
the care of a ment al hospit al . 5 5  
Men who se intelligenc e had fai led to develop noI'I!lally were consi dered 
" feeble minded" or mentally defective . They were nei ther i n s ane nor 
neurot i c . Their i ntelligence devel.Opment c apac ity was s imply de fi c i ent , 
and had probably been so s i nce birth . No instituti onal c are was usually 
required of them , but care had to oe �aken not to demand more respons i -
bility , work , o r  family adj ustment o f  them than they were capable o f  
handling . Their c ondition was believed to be permanent s i nc e  it had not 
been sound to begin with .
56 
Psychopathic personaliti e s  were continuously anti - s oc i al . They 
often had di ffi c ulty in readj ust ing to their famili es and communit i e s  
an d  often developed crimi nal tendenc i e s . 5 7  
Thos e  wi t h  nervous di seases often displayed either phy s i c al o r  
mental symptoms and sometime s  both . �hi s condit i on was c aused by e ither 
a di sease or inj ury to the brai n or s ome part o f  the nervous system ob-
tained by a blow t o  the head . People with tni s di s ease usually underwent 
a marked personality change that was likely to affect the i r  community 
58 
readj ustment . 
5 4 Pratt , p .  100 . 
5 5
Ib " , l. U  • 
56 rbi d .  
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Impairment o f  part of t he nervous sys te� usually requi red active 
medi c al treatment but di d not require that the POW seek institutional 
treatment . 'l'hey could usually be treated at home or in the offi ce o f  
tneir family phys i c i an .  Tne emotional or personality impairments usually 
remained long after the phy s i c al inj ury had healed . The personality and 
emotional symptoms would usually arrange themselves into c ertain group 
symptoms c alled constellations and thes e  would eventually di s appear als o . 
An individual in thi s later stage was said to -be suffering a 1 1 po st 
traumat i c  syndrome . 1 1 59 
Epi lepsy ( convuls ions or fits ) was a type o f  ner-vous di s ease c ause d  
by such things as : brain tumors , gunshot wounds , sk lll  inj ur i e s , or 
could occur in a person who had no evidence of any brain or nerve damage . 
Thi s latter type was c alled 1 1 i diopathi c epilepsy . 1 1 Pati ents with i dio-
pathi c epilepsy were not hospitali zed either unles s  the sei zures were 
frequent , s evere , or c aused marked c hanges in personality that resulted 
in ant i-social behavior . Care had to be taken when thi s type o f  POW 
sought employment s o  that he would not be working around dangerous 
machinery where he c ould inj ure himself if he had a sei zure . There was 
no reason , however , for the POW or hi s family to feel that hi s case was 
hopele s s  s inc e most condition s  usually subsided themselve s or a cure 
was found . 6 0 
Combat fat igue was a c ondition that could result in peo ple who were 
otnerwi s e  normal and stable human beings . It was an emoti onal di sease 
exnioited in tne form of anxi ety , confusion , or depress ion . It was thought 
5 9Ibi d . 
oOI .. " d  t.>1 • 
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that thi s condi t ion could only oc c ur  i n  s oldiers engaceQ in actual c ombat . 
It could , uowever , also oe brought on by prolonged thirst , hunger , ex-
posure to c old or humidity , or a state of constant alert and taut nerve s 
over a period of days under the constant threat o f  death . Immediat e  
active treatment o f  c ombat fat i gue kept the number and severity o f  c a s e s  
down and shortened the period of recovery . Unfortunately , the fac i l i t i e s  
for admini stering t he nece s s ary treatment were usually not available i n  
t h  . � e pri son camps . 
Psychoneuro s i s , however , was the most common psycni atri c ailment 
affecting our POWs . Thi s included the men suffering acute or c hroni c 
anxiety states , psychosomat i c  di sor ders , obs e s s ive thought s or compuls ive 
action s , and others who have numerous fears and phobias . Mo st o f  the men 
suffering with thi s problem were prob ably di spos ed to s ome emotional in-
stability long before they entered into military s ervi c e . Only twenty 
percent of the POWs with thi s di sease in World War II could attribut e  i t  
62 entirely to c ause s  encountered during c ombat . 
Anxi ety i s  one of the main clas s e s  of psychoneuro s i s . Anxi ety i s  
the vague uncomfortable feeling one get s  when s omething di s agreeable i s  
about t o  befall them . It i s beli eved t o  stem from the feelings o f  hatred 
and anger that are aroused whenever our desires are tnwarte d . Most 
people encounter anxi ety every day and e ither ac c ept or overcome i t . 
Sometimes toe feelings of anger and hatred that are arouse d  in a person 
get so violent they become fri ghtened when they cons ider what the con-
sequence s  of their action mi ght be . I f  the person does not react but 
61 Ibi d .  
62 
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turns hi s aggres sive feelings inward , feelings of guilt , depress ion , 
and tension may result . Terror and pani c are examples of anxiety 
reactions . Thi s i s  what often happened to the Japanese or Korean War 
POW and by the time he was returned home hi s acute mani festations were 
likely to nave turned into chronic one s . Chronic anxiety often flared 
up during tne POW ' s attempt to readj ust . Thi s often resulted in startled 
responses to sudden noises  or moves and an acute reaction was brought 
63 out . 
The ex-POW may have dec i ded ( consciously or unconsciously ) to make 
his anxi ety feelings known by adopting some psychosomatic  condition . In 
this way the POW hoped for attention regarding some set of physical 
sy.mptoms and , therefore , relief for his  real emotional symptoms . The 
only way to successfully restore such  a person to health was to dis cover 
64 and treat the real causes of his sicknes s , not the symptoms . 
Another successful way of treating a person with a psychi atric 
disability was to learn to understand the meaning of hi s different actions 
and to respond to him accordingly . People often became awed or frightened 
by hi s umysterious " reactions and illogical nature and this did not help 
him. Such people did not understand that hi s reactions were no different 
from what theirs might have been given the same provocation ; and they 
o�en placed stigmas on him because hi s problems were psycni atric . The 
kind of atmosphere that was created at home for the POW often did more 
65 than anything els e  to expedite hi s recovery . 
6l.  . 6 henninger , pp . 121-133 and 257-2 5 .  
64 Ibi�. ,  pp . 65 , 129-152 , 344 , and 5 5 8-5 59 . 
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Chap t er VI I 
Readjustment t o  Civil ian Li f e 
Many POWs r e turni n g from t h e  wars found t h a t  home was n o t  as 
glamorous as t hey dreamed i t  woul d b e . They qui ckly r egain e d  t h e ir 
lo st we i ght and s exual dr i v e ; but t h e r e  were al so cons tant complain ts 
about pr ob le ms wi th per si st ent fa t i gu e , exer t i on , dyspepsia , palpi­
t a tion , di fficul ty in thinking or c o n c e n t rating and memory lap s e s . 
Many POWs mentioned bur ning pains in t h e ir l egs s o on after returning ; 
t h e r e  wer e  a f ew c a s e s  o f  persi st ent swelling o f  t h e  ankle s  as wel l .  
Observers n o t i c e d  s ymp t o ms o f  polyn eur i ti s occurr ing i n  previously 
s tarved POWs . Ot her physi c al ailme n t s i n c luded op tic at:rophy and ·. 
r e s t r i c t e d  vi sion ( t hese c on di t i on s  o c c urr e d  for appr oximat e l y  a year 
aft er the POWs wer e r e turned ) , res t l essness , increased irritability , 
al arm , an d nigh t mar e s . These c omp lai n t s were generally experi enc e d 
amond t h e  POWs . Many o f them e xpr e s s e d  f e e lings o f  resentment t oward 
striking worke r s .  They f e l t  they c ould n o t  c a t c h  up wit h  the hi ghly 
c ompl ex Ame r i c an s o c i e t y  t hat had deve lop e d  while t h e y  wer e  away . 
They wan t e d  t o  r e turn t o  t he slower pac e o f  the Ori ent . Many POWs 
dr ank h e a v i ly after their r e t urn but they s eldom bec ame alcoholics .  
The mo s t  impo r t ant mental reaction s e e me d  t o  b e  the persistent 
a t t i tude o f  paranoia and shallow optimi sm. This at t itude had b een 
genera lly d i splaye d dur ing the t ime t h e  men spent in captivity .  They 
had bec ome less trus ting of their f e l low humans . Anxie t y  repla c e d  some 
-39-
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of their hysteri cal emotional reactions , but most reported that they 
became increasingly optimi s t i c  with time . Thi s was out of keeping with 
the handi caps an d  di ffi culti e s  they were having readjusting . The POWs 
reported that they were les s  s ati sfieti with their repatriated life than 
66 
they expected to be . 
�he experi ence of being a POW seemed to have a long handi capping 
e ffect on the personality adj ustment of even the best integrated men . 
The responses to a questionnaire sent to the former prisoners a year 
after their return showed that although some of them had adj usted ade-
quately and productively , few were completely well and happy and suitably 
67 
employed . 
The flaws began to appear in the repatriates soon after their return . 
They soon reali zed that readj usting to c ivilian life and freedom would be 
difficult . For many POWs , i t  was only the dreams of mom and her cooking 
or riding in their c ars with their girlfriends . .  that had sustained them 
through the ordeal . 'l'hey had i doli zed hundreds of sorely mi ssed memories 
of epi sodes in li fe back home . 
The repatri ate may have found that hi s girl had I:lB.de new fri ends or 
perhaps had a new j ob and that he was not as important to her as he onc e 
was . Someone had probably taken over hi s old j ob .  Perhaps all hi s old 
fri ends had moved away or married or were in the army , too . Thi s dis -
illusionment had served t o  make the POW i rritable . Like most people , 
he reacted by taking out his feelings on other s . Many POWs became bitter 
66Maj or Stewart Wolf and Lieutenant Colonel Herbert Ripley , "Reactions 
Among Allied Prisoners o f  War Subj ected to �nree Years Impri sonment and 
Torture by the Japanese . "  The Ame_r_i_c:_�_!fournal of_ Psz_C?._��!3-try , Volume CIV 
( September , 194'( ) , pp . 190-191 . 
67 Ibid . , P •  192 . 
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and bewildered over their di sillusi onn1ent , and they began to yearn for 
the se curity of military life again . They began to see that their re­
actions were hurting not only themselves , but their family and friends 
as well . 
Upon first returning home , there were likely to be temporary mixed 
feelings of gladnes s  over being freed at last and leaving the army and , 
at the s ame t ime , resentment at having to do so. The POW was usually 
happy to be home again but it made him unhappy to leave his prison 
buddies . These feelings were compounded bas ically over a fear at the 
loss of group support .  The POW was fearful about the future .  What new 
groups did he have to face and i dent i fy  with? Where c ould he find the 
s ecurity he needed to lessen s ome of hi s anxi ety? Thes e  were the prob­
lems he had to overcome before he could be considered succes s fully re-
adj usted. 
One thing the prisoner discovered when he had returned home was 
that he had forgotten how to di scipline himself. He was us ed to having 
other people do thi s for him - either hi s platoon leader or the command­
ant of his prison camp . He found it di ffi cult to make everyday deci s i ons 
for himself ,  but eventually he would learn to accept thi s responsibility .
68 
Another problem the returning POWs faced was fear about the future. 
They worried about being able to establ i s h  themse lves in c ivilian life 
again even when they knew they could have their old j obs back . They 
wondered whether there was any future in the old j ob. After being away 
so long , they als o  had to worry about their ability to perform a j ob .  
Those who were not married wondered if they should and i f  they could 
68 
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support a wi fe . Some who had started collece before they j oi ned the 
army wondered if it  would be worthwhile to continue . 
Some of the POW ' s fears were real , but most were j ust mi splaced 
anxiety about their ability to function on tneir own . The POU may have 
felt uncomfortable because he found it diffi cult to associate with other 
people . He had been cut off from the local gossip  and di d not know what 
was happening in hi s old home town . Letters , newspapers ,  and magazine s  
from home were rare i n  pri son . A gulf may have exi sted with old friends 
and acquaintances and he may have sensed this . 
After having j ust come through a war , the prisoner was naturally 
aggres sive , too . When he returned to ' c ivilian life he had to learn to  
control hi s aggres sive feelings . It was di ffi cult for many to make thi s 
shi ft in  personality . Some of the POWs who were unable to control their  
tempers when they got home got into trouble . These men were not psycho-
paths , but it did sometimes take several unpleasant experiences to re-
mind them that tney were no longer in the servi c e . Some of these  men , 
although they did not become criminal s , did adopt ·blunt , brusque speech 
patterns and domineering belligerent manneri sms that offended people . 
These exhibitions o f  pugnacity produced rebuffs in  civilian life . Eventual:! , 
most of the returned pri soners did learn to cnannel their aggressive 
spirits into the energetic pursuit of sports , mus i c , the art s , soc ial 
69 
intercourse , and their j obs . 
The repatriate also returned with some trivi al annoyanc es , such as 
' ' loose" language and a pre-occupation with woraen and sex . These  were quite 
normal traits for the POWs to bear though , con s i deri ng the type of "rough-
-------------- - -- -----
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and-ready" exi stence they had been living , without any opportunities 
to drain off' their sexual frustrations through contact s with the opposite 
s ex .  If ignored , both o f  the s e  trai t s  usually pas sed awaY. harmles sly . 70 
When a POW built up an ideali zed image of home li fe , he created 
problems for hims elf' . The impact of di s i llusi onment struck hardest among 
the men in this group ; their i deali zat i on became so fictitious that 
they were , in e ffect , building themselves up for an inevitable let down . 
When it did c ome , they felt betrayed by the folks back home who were not 
as perfect as they had been built up to be. 71 
Af'ter a pri soner returned and remembered the annoyances of home 
lite ( the way hi s  parents demanded to know where he was going every time 
he went out or the nei ghbors with their blaring radio every Sunday morning 
when he wanted to sleep late ) , he o ft en became moody and restles s .  The 
POW di d not reali ze that these problems were actually within himself , so 
he looked for s omething out s i de himself on whi ch to blame hi s troubles .  
What was more plausible than to blame the problems of c ivilian lite on 
c ivilians ? Ile decided that the home folk did not really understand him . 
Since civilians did not understand him ,  he may have dec i ded to go where 
people did understand him , to plac es such as the VFW , the American Legion 
and other ex-servic emen ' s  clubs . There he could find people like himself , 
old army buddies and fellow prisoners : with whom he could savor the 
atmosphere or hi s former military life . Here he could discuss his com-
plaint s  about c ivilian life with people who would understand , and not 
be off'ended . 72 
TO
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Many pri soners returned from Japane se and Korean p�ison camps with 
complaint s and problems that stemmed from defects in their personality 
and adj ustment equipment . Thes e  ailment s were psychologi cal in nature 
but they were not s evere enough to require hospitali zation . Still , some 
type of psychiatric help was needed to prevent them from becoming chroni c .  
Thi s was usually acquired by allowing the POWs to live at home and treat -
ing them a s  outpati ents in a private psychiatrist ' s  offi c e  o r  a mental 
health clini c . 7 3  
Some of these POWs with perscnality and adj ustment defects were re-
turned home before the war was o ier and there was a tendency for the 
people in their hometowns , as well as the pri soners themselves , to feel 
that they were shirking their responsibilities as soldi ers since there 
was no vi sible reason to ac count for their being home . Sometimes , the s e  
pri soners an d  their families would create false stories concerning some 
physical reason for their di s charge . 
There was one point when facesaving excuses no longer worked for 
these POWs , and that was when their employers asked to see their di s charge 
papers .  Employers s oon learned that attempt s  to try to change the wording 
on psychiatric di scharges to "unsuitable f'or military servi c e "  or 
" Section II of the Medical Department 1 1  actually referred to psychiatri c 
problems . A prej udi c e  against these POWs was unj usti fied because most 
still made excellent employee s . 74 
Some POWs felt that they should be afforded special privileges and 
demanded to be treated as heroes . Thi s attitude was usually attributable 
7 3Ib " , �. , 
74Ib " �. , 
pp . 144-14 5 . 
pp . 136-139 .  
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to the former pri soner ' s  de s i re to maintain the feeling of security he 
had as a member of hi s POW group and hi s desire to be identi fied with 
that group . Thi s was one reason that some pri soners were apprehens ive 
about leaving the servi c e . Thi s attitude was understandable and usually 
did not last long unles s  the ex-POW was very insecure . It usually di s­
appeared after he discovered that the public was truly grateful to him 
for his s acri fices .  
The demand of these insecure pri soners to be treated as heroes 
s ometimes exceeded reasonablenes s , however , when they demanded the same 
privileges of free medical and dental care as they had when they were in 
the servi c e , or exemption from traffic laws and other regulat ions . I f  
such men j oined veteran ' s  organi zat ions with thousands of other me n  who 
felt the same way , they could create real trouble . Together their de­
mands for speci al  privileges sometimes developed into powerful political 
movements of nat ional prominenc e . 75  
Some POWs bec ame chronic complainers when they returned home , 
griping about every little matter . Most of thi s also stemmed from their 
diffi culty at readj usting . Little could be done for thi s type of re­
patriate unles s  and until hi s behavior patterns reached ant i-social 
proport ions ; then institutional help had to be sought . Until then the 
families of these repatri ates and the public at large had to bear with 
their malevolence .  
Some POWs suffered from fit s  of depres s ion or were overly quiet and 
apatheti c . They di sliked leaving the house or mixing with others . These 
men had s imply lost insight into themselves ; they were not completely 
7 5 Ibid . ,  p .  140 .  
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insane or even in need of hospital care . They were not , however , ready 
to go back to work or to completely rej oin the community either . 
Some repatriates were preoccupied with complaint s about their bodi e s . 
They constantly had headaches ,  queer pri ckling or tingling sensations 
in the head or neck , spot s before the eye s , feelings of weakne s s  in the 
muscles , vomiting spells , or dyspepsi a .  The repatri ate insi sted he could 
not go back to work until thes e  symptoms were relieved . These ailments 
were not imagined ; they were very real . Sometimes the repatri ate would 
go to doctor after doctor and try remedy after remedy with no avail 
until it was reali zed that the cause of hi s problem was psychological .  
The repatriate was unconsciously express i ng hi s di ffi culty at readj usting .
76 
The perplexing attitudes and manneri sms the repatriates sometime s 
adopted often annoyed their families and friends . The repatriate would 
tell and re-tell cert ain experiences to the point of boredom or become 
extremely sensitive t o  complaints and critici sms of themselves and be-
came glum and withdrawn . Here again relie f  was to be found in the 
psychologi cal realm , not the biologi c al . 
Getting reacquaint ed with hi s family was probably the hardest but 
the most important t ask the POW had to accomplish when he returned home . 
Most of the men returning from Japanese and Korean pri son camps were 
re-united with wive s . In fact , there were more married men s erving in 
World War II than in any previous war . Many wives had gotten a j ob 
while their husbands had been away . They worked out of a desire to help 
the war e ffort , to relieve the boredom of their husband ' s  abs ence , or 
because they could not live on the meager salaI"J their husbands made in 
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the service or the compensation the government sent them for their 
husband ' s  being a POW . Working also gave many women a sense of creativity 
and independence whi ch they had never felt before . Many loathed house-
work for years before going to work and working in the war plants gave 
them an excuse to leave it . 
When the POW returned home the que stion arose whether the wi fe should 
continue to work or allow her husband to take over the chief "bread 
winning" role again . Many POWs had become dependent while they were in 
prison and , although they did not like the idea of letting their wives 
support them , they gave thei r  approval . Most POWs di d feel insecure , 
having their wives working , and after 'critici sms from the neighbors and 
in-laws they insi sted that thei r  wives quit their j obs . 
Gett ing reacquainted with the children posed another potential 
problem. If  the children were small when the pri soner left , the task 
of re-establi shing old relat ionships was easy . If  the POW had left be-
hind a ten or twelve year old son , the problem was more di fficult . Hi s 
son had probably taken over the role as head of the family and the return 
of the POW father may have created a family j ealousy triangle . To re-
solve thi s  s ituat ion , the returning POW had to learn to be patient with 
· hi s  son and di scover hi s s on ' s indivi dual needs and then try to meet 
them and establish a friendship with him again . Thi s was not an easy 
task and many POWs failed. 77 
Similarly , if the POW ' s daughter was not able to get along well 
with her mother be fore he had left for the WSJ" , she may have uncons c iously 
77united States Office of Educat ion Family Contributions to War and 
Post War Morale , Number VI ( Washington , D . C . , 1947 ) pp . 1-6 . 
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clung to him as a substitute . Her mother , however , be came an obstacle 
to this endeavor . The s eparation and eventual capture of her father 
during the war may have temporarily healed the breach between daughter 
and mother s ince neither woman could have him . With the return of the 
POW , the old feud started up again . 78 
As in the case o f  the son , many o f  the POWs had younger brothers 
who ac quired the s enior position in the family while they had been away . 
The young brother may have resented the resumption of position when hi s 
POW brother returned . It took a lot o f  time and understanding from all. 
family members to get over the unhappine s s  caused by the splitting up 
o f  families that resulted from the two 'wars . 79 
Both husband and wife had been changed by their experiences while 
they were separated during the war . The wi fe had been forced to live on 
a budget while the returning POW was anxious to enj oy the pleasures o f  
freedom again , regardles s  of the cost . I f  hi s wi fe cautioned him , she 
appeared to him to be nagging and pars imonious . I f  the POW was only in 
prison a short time he had probably not forgotten the security of having 
Uncle Sam provide everything and had not learned to disc ipline himself to 
doing without the non-essent i al s . 80 
Many wives had returned to their parent s when their husbands had 
gone off to war . At her parent s hous e , she had resumed li fe in a similar 
fashion to her pre-marriage days and rebuilt strong emotional ties to them . 
When her husband returned , she may have felt she was not adequately prepared 
78Ibid . 
79 Ibid . 
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81 
for the task of resuming the responsibiliti es of marri age . 
On the other hand , many POWs yearned for the emotional support of 
their mothers and fathers and wished to return there to live . rather than 
to their own homes . Mates with such feelings had been initi ally immature 
and were not capable of :t'Unctioning without the support of their parent s . 
It was not reali sti c for them to continue their marriages unles s  thes e  
feelings were resolved. 
Both husband and wife had changed emotionally , as well as psycholo-
gicall.y during their s eparation . Usually , through his military travel 
and impri sonment , the POW had matured more than his wife . His interests 
were wider , his geographi c  hori zons were broader , and if he had been an 
officer at the time of his capture , or was in charge of a group of prison-
ers thereafter , he was more independent . If his wife was domineering , 
trouble was imminent because he was no longer pas sive and would resent 
82 her efforts to resume the old relationship . 
Many prisoners had become hardened by their military and pri s on ex-
periences and were less affectionate , perhaps , than when they had left . 
If they were married to a woman who needed frequent displays of affection , 
trouble again was in store. Unless the wi fe could understand this , or 
one or the other of them could change , it was usually better to discontinue 
the marriage . A common example of this loss of affection in the POW was 
his lack of vis ible emotional response to the news of the death of some 
close friend or neighbor . Death had become a common occurrence in the 
prison camps and the POW had learned to ac cept it as the final , unalterable 
end over which there was no use brooding ; the POW had to adopt such an 
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attitude to survive . Thi s seemed a strange and di squi eting attitude to 
many wives who were unac customed to it . The POW ' s attitude would usually 
change but most wives a.nd POWs themselves did not reali ze thi s at the t ime . 
Many POWs appeared gruff and di sinterested and generally bored with 
life vhen they returned.  This did not mean that they had become unloving . 
Such behavior had become second nature to many men while they were in 
prison . This attitude , too , would usually change i n  t ime , after the 
prisoner was left alone for a while to reali ze that home was where people 
really loved and c ared for him .
83 
The POW who had married shortly before he had been sent overseas was 
more likely to have problems settling back into hi s marital and community 
relationships than t he pri soner who had been married for s everal year s  
before the war . The couple had probably married on impulse , neither 
knowing the other very well . The POW in thi s situat ion was more likely 
to be immature , les s  sophi sticated , and les s  emotionally stable than the 
POW who was returning to a wi fe he had been married to for several years . 
The relat ively new responsibilities of marriage may have overwhelmed the 
former type of POW and he was more likely to try to run out on these 
responsibilities . 
Among the first problems the new couple faced upon the pri soner ' s  
return was the practicalities o f  independent living . They had probably 
not been able to set up much o f  a home before the husband entered military 
service , so the new briae usually went to live with her parent s or in-laws . 
Finances still played a maj or role in their plans after the POW 
returned home , too , especially i f  they had a child . Such marriages 
83rbid .  
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usually ended in separation or divorce .
84 
It was neces s ary for the people who really cared about the POW to 
understand what had happened to him since he le ft . What had pri son li fe 
been like , what had it meant , and what had it done to him? How had 
his superiors tried to strengthen him against the strains of military 
life and the pos s ibility of impri sonment ? It was neces sary to delve 
far back into the life of the POW to understand the problems he had when 
85 
he returned . 
What could the family and friends of the repatri ate do to help him? 
They could start by not over-reacting to him . Many POWs were returning 
with conspicious limitations of motion , such as a lost arm or leg or a 
serious di sfigurement of the fac e . The family could take some comfort 
in knowing that the repatriate was not usually released from the Veteran ' s  
Administration or service hospitals until everything that could po s sibly 
be done for him was done . Families were usually given advanc e  notice of 
the POW ' s return to lessen the emotional shock . I f  the family received 
no advanc e  warning and they greeted the POW with repulsive reacti ons , thi s 
was usually more constructive and at least more honest than treat ing him 
as if his inj ury  did not exi s t . Much could still be done by people who 
were int erested in helping the POW los e  hi s fears of being rej ected . 
The activities o f  such men were understandably limited by the handi -
c ap they incurred ,  but only to the degre e  that was necessary . The family , 
friends , and employers of the repatriat e  had to find adequate ways to 
compensat e  for hi s l imitations . 
84 
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Assurances that a handi c ap di d not matter usually did not help the 
repatriate who was extraordinarily sensitive to feelings of rej ection re-
gardle s s  of how cleverly they were disguised . They looked for such 
attitudes in people ' s  actions , rather than their words . 
When the POW returned to his old j ob or sought a new one , attention 
had to be paid , for the first t ime , to the feelings and needs of the 
individual . More than j ust e arning a living was involved thi s tioe . The 
proce s s  of matching an employee ' s qual i fi c at ions to the required skills 
of a parti cular occupation began shortly before World War II but had to 
be thwarted by the war effort and the need for large-scale and rapid 
production . The returning POW was di fferent in many respects from the 
man he had been when he left home to go to war . He was returning vith 
new attitudes toward individual feelings and needs . 'i'hes e  di fference s  
had t o  be understood and wi sely dealt with by the employer a s  well as 
the family if he was interested in having effic i ent and productive 
86 employee s . 
Some of the troubled attitudes the POWs exhibited about returning 
to work were : j ob restlessness resulting in wandering from j ob to j ob 
for a couple of year s  usually before s ettling down to one , exc e s s ive 
demands for special consi derat ion , insi stance on quite high wages , neurotic 
choos ine s s  towards c ertain j ob s , att itudes of touchines s  and actual in-
subordinat ion to their superiors at work , and finally , grievances concern-
ing di sillusionment with c ivilian life . These proble::::s led to much 
friction and mi sunderstanding between the POWs and their employers . 87 
86 . 
1 1 The Conditions of Employment of Pri soners of ·...-ar , "  International 
Labor Review Volume XLVII ( Februar-J ,  1943 ) ,  pp . 169-196 . 
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Doctor Holland Whitney and Doctor Matthew Brody , consulting neuro-
psychiatri sts , of the Sperry Gyroscope Company in Great Neck , Long Island , 
were the first eminent specialists to take a serious and intelligent look 
at the problems the POWs encountered when they tried to readj ust to 
civilian occupations . 88 
The POWs had definitely been changed by their experiences , some 
beneficially , but most harmfully so . The extent of the change varied 
from small to great depending upon the individual . The POWs were honored 
with parades and medals and , for those who were les s  able · to take care 
of their own livelihood , pensions ; but they needed more than tokens o f  
their country ' s  esteem .  They needed to b e  retrained t o  fit into the 
new industrial society ; but no real e ffort was made to do thi s prior to 
1946 . POWs of Americ a ' s previous wars were left pretty much to fend 
for themselves , and they did quite well . POWs o f  World War I I  and Korea ,  
however , had to b e  made useful to themselves and their country again . 
They had to be given the ability to support themselves , enj oy the fruits 
of their labors , and share in the life they had fought to preserve . 89 
Whether the POW found a good j ob or not depended on hi s own par-
ti cular talents , where he finally loc ated , and the opportunit i e s  that 
were present there . Federal law , union contracts ,  public opinion , and 
the wi shes of industrial management all combined to give veterans the 
best j ob opportunities possible after both wars . 
Some POWs tried to return to work within weeks after their dis charge s . 
Some did well , but many failed . Phys ical ,  emotional , and/or medical 
88 
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problems caused most of  the failures . They had probably been urged back 
to work by some well meaning but ill advised friend or relative who con­
sidered them lazy or shiftless , or by their own desire not to remain i dle . 
Going back to work in c ivilian life presented quite a new and 
different experience to the POW . While in military service and in pri son , 
he was working far away from home , family and friends . lie had no freedom , 
no privacy , and usually worked under the threat of danger . Many POWs 
relished the opportunity to return to c ivilian work again so they could 
complain about their j obs without fear of being courtmartialed . They 
sometimes put thi s freedom to the test as soon as they got home and got 
into trouble . Most POWs got over these early j ob di fficulties with t ime 
and special handling . One type , however , the psychopathic personality 
never got over his difficulties . lie probably had been a potential 
trouble-maker long before he entered the service . After hiring one of 
thi s type of POW , an employer was usually reluctant to hire any more POWs . 90 
The handicapped POW had special difficulties to overcome . Not only 
did he have the usual problems faced by all the other repatriates , but he 
also had the special problems presented by his inj ury . Whether he was 
able to compensate  for his disability depended on hi s personality and 
the handicap .  The best formula for his recovery was the combined efforts 
of the repatriate himself , the community , and industry in dealing with 
him not as a cripple but as a human being who was crippled .  Consideration 
had to be given to what the repatriate could do , not wnat he was unable to 
do . The handicapped POW had to be taught a s�ill to become an active 
member of the community . If the prisoner could not be rehabilitated from 
90op . cit . 
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hi s war wound , he had to be given pensions that could sustain him .
91 
A POW ' s handi c ap was not always physical , but may have been emotional . 
Such a problem was usually c aused by the POW ' s  inability to meet some de-
mand that was placed on him or to sat i s fy his own i nternal needs . Such 
a person did not really understand his own problems but he did know that 
something was not right . An impairment like this was not always de-
tectable and there was no way for the prisoner to evaluate an emotional 
problem like he did a physical ailment . 92 
The physical and mental traits that could best determine whether a 
POW was suitable for employment were : his school record , hi s previous 
work record , his military achievements ,  how long it took him to begin 
seeking work , hi s s elf esteem ,  what he thought of hi s employer , and the 
severity of nis disability . His savings record , marital status and 
attitude toward his dependents gave evidence to the degree of the POW ' s 
maturity . His plans for the future , and his reliability as evidenced by 
hi s ability to stick to a j ob or whatever he was doing after hi s return 
were also evidence of thi s .
93 
It was the responsibility of American industry in aiding the re-
covery of POWs to provide them with the technical training to equip them 
with the necessary skills and work habits to return to work . Industry 
had to analyze the kind of j obs it would require in the future in order to 
retrain people . Each j ob also had to be analyzed individually to de-
termine its physical , mental , and emoti onal requirements .  All of thi s 
had to be done to place tne right man in the right j ob .  After the POW 
had ac quired a j ob ,  a follow-up study was necessary to determine if the 
9libi d .  
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POW had been sui t ably plac ed . In summary , the probler.i of ,1 ob nlac ement 
required c are ful considerat i on o f  the POW as an indivi dual , both hi s 
as set s  and defect s ,  as well as a ,1 ob analys i s , a ,j ob nlac ement study , and 
q4 
a follow-up ,j ob plac ement study if nece s s ary .  -
Community agen c i e s  di d much to heln the POWs make the nec e s s ary and 
often di ffi cult tran s i t i on to c ivi lian l i fe .  Where there were no suec i al  
soc i al agenc i e s  for the POWs , a s  i n  small towns , for example , s chool s , 
churches ,  c ivic organi zation s , and town or vi llage c enters could and 
di d provi de nece s s ary servi c e s . So di d informal c ommittees of the YMCA 
and YWCA , local Red Cro s s  chapt ers , the United States Emnloyment Servi c e , 
and various Catholi c  agenc i e s . 9 5 
These di fferent agenc i e s , in the i r  comnetition to help the POWs , had 
to be c are ful not to confuse the returnees so that they did not know 
where to go for help . Care al s o  had to be taken when creating such 
agencies because many t imes the s ervi c e s  of governmental and other agenc i e s  
were i gnored o r  dupli c ated . Publ i c i z i ng the POWs ' problems and the s ervi c e s  
o f  these agenc i e s  o ften created these problems . All public ity resour c e s  
had t o  b e  used , though , because the j ob o f  helnin� the POWs was so immense . 
If communities coordinated the i r  effort s on an area wi de bas i s ,  the s e  
problems were usually eliminat e d . 96 
The ,j ob of informing the publ i c  on how to properly treat the rec ent 
POW was the most import ant t ask faced by those people who were interested 
in helping him readj ust to c i vi l i an l i fe .  Civi l i an s  in certain communit i e s  
got a fal s e  impres s i on of the prevalence of part i cular Problems bec ause o f  
94 Ibi d .  
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the improper way in whi ch things were nubli c i zed . They often as sumed that 
all repatriates had problems when , in fact , many did not . They needed 
to be in formed that most pri soners di d not need spec i al  as s i stanc e to solve 
their problems , but that i f  they di d , there was much the peonle could do 
to help them . 
There were count le s s  ways to educ ate the nubli c  in thi s l i ght . Di s -
cus s i on groups were held among community health and soc i al workers con-
cerning the feelings and needs o f  the POWs . Courses were o ffered for 
employers of the repatriates and there were organi zat i ons for women ( who 
were the usual comnanions for the s e  men after their return ) on how to 
conduct thems elves and make the repatriates feel secure . Short stori e s  
in magazines , authoritative art i cles by psychiatri st s and others in 
national magazine s , radi o soap operas , and as s i stance through women ' s  
clubs , churches , and servic emen ' s  organi z at ions all helned to educ at e the 
publi c  about POW problems . 97 
97Ibi d .  
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Conclusion 
The readj ustment problems that were encountered by the pri soners­
of-war were undoubtedly caused by their i dent i fication problems o f  which 
the chief aspect was their defensive isolationism .  These problems pro­
duced further di fficulties for the individual POW in the behavioral cate­
gory and for the ent ire POW group in their underlying di strust of the 
outside world .  Thes e  also produc ed confused reactions , paranoi d syn­
drome s ,and a lack of participation in military and civilian affairs , 
and were expressed in the POWs as fearf"ul. withdrawal and belligerent 
negation with anti-social overtones .  Thes e  problems were more marked in 
the case of the Korean War prisoners than in the case o f  the pri soners 
of the Japenese in World War II because of the ·complex and confus ing 
pre s sures which the Korean War POWs were subj ected. 
The prisoner-of-war i dentifi cat ion syndrome was exaggerat ed by the 
repatriates and used as a rationali zation for all the adj ustment problems 
the men faced . If a POW could not i dent i fy'  with his community , he fell 
back and i dent i fied with hi s prisoner-of-war group and showed more i nter­
est and enthusi asm for meetings and reunions with them than hi s occu­
pational or social interest s . 
The two mi stakes that have been made in this country concerning the 
POWs and their subsequent readj ustment are : that nothing meaningful could 
be done to help them readj ust , and s ince some repatriates had succes s fully 
readj usted , nothing further needed to be done for them . The psychologic al  
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effects of impri sonment were very damaging . They could be handled by 
qualified people and succe s s ful readj ustments could be made back into 
civilian life . 
Readj ustment was not accomplished without many heartache s , and even 
today , some POWs remain emotionally and physi cally crippled by their 
experienc e s . Perhap s  they will never completely recover , but a genuine 
understanding by the family and friends of the pri soner was invaluable 
in hastening the readj ustment proces s and sometimes averting chronic in­
vali di sm . 
There were few places the concerned loved ones of the repatriate 
could turn to for help in tho s e  days . 'There were few books on the subj ect 
and they tended to be too general . They had to be because no single work 
could pos s ibly cover all the problems that arose .  If the POW ' s problem 
stemmed from a definite psychi atric di sability , the Red Cro s s  or Veteran ' s  
Admini stration or one of the loc al psychiatric or mental hygiene clinic s  
usually provided the only pos sible source o f  help . The local Family 
Welfare Society or Family Service Soc ieties ( both of which were privately 
funded and profe s s ionally staffed and affiliated with the Family Welfare 
As sociation of America ) provi ded some help for the problems that affected 
family relat ionships that were not psychiatric in nature . There were 
other soc ial agenci e s  besides the Family Societies in many communities 
which were equally willing and able to help the repatriates and their 
families to readj ust . 
lielp for the individual POW , however , began by a reali zation that 
each man was di stinct and had reacted di fferently to hi s military and 
prison experiences , based largely upon h i s  emotional maturity before the 
war . His treatment , there fore , usually began with a psychi atrist or 
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social worker compiling a case hi story whi ch included many of the ex­
periences of' his early life .  
The most important obj ective o f  the person who wanted . to help the 
POW to readj ust was to secure the best possible understanding of his 
complex problems . This helped to create the intelligent and sympathetic 
atmosphere the returning POW needed in his first difficult months at 
home . 
What was really required was the use of common sense and patience . 
Those with exaggerated sentimentality quickly lost interest in the prison­
ers . It had to be reali zed that the aftermath of a var such as Korea or 
World War II was j ust as important as the war itself' and that the well 
bei.ng ot the returning POWs was or no les s importance than that of the 
s oldier who was entering combat for the first time . 
Many people in America contributed their valuable time and effort 
to community proj ects for aiding the returned prisoners of World War II 
and Korea . It took cooperative planning to solve the readj ustment pro­
blems of' the POWs , and these problems were among the most di ffi cult that 
this country bad ever taced . 
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